
	Checklist 	for	Writing	a	Literary	Essay  

☐  Lead paragraph. A connection/significant idea to my thesis (claim) starts my 
paper. A clear thesis statement (my claim) follows that includes some 
supporting ideas but no detail. The title of the text and the author are 
included. 

☐   Body paragraphs introduce and explain reasons (or ways, or parts of the text) 
that support my thesis statement or claim. For each reason, I give specific 
examples from the text (evidence) that prove my thesis is true. I sometimes 
quote the actual text as part of my evidence. I not only say what the evidence 
is, but I also explain how the evidence supports my thesis in my own words. 
(“This shows….” “This is why…”). I might use more than one paragraph if I 
have a lot to say about a reason.  

☐ Conclusion. A closing paragraph reminds the reader about my thesis statement, 
the big idea that my paper has built a steady argument about from start to 
finish. I add on why my thesis is important for readers to know and care about 
in life and the world. I might add a famous quote to show what I mean. 

☐ Punctuation is accurate throughout my essay, including ending punctuation, 
commas, and quotation marks for all quoted text.   

☐  Verb tense matches. The books are blue. The table is tall.   

☐  Capitalization is correct throughout my paper. Only proper nouns and the first 
words in a sentence or the start of dialogue are capitalized. I have checked 
this important convention at least two times.  

☐ Spelling is accurate for grade level words and all other words to the best of my 
ability. I have circled unfamiliar words and used a dictionary to check. If I typed, 
I have used a partner editor to help me notice words that spellcheck will NOT 
catch.   

☐  Neatness and overall presentation. I used a proper grade 5 heading. I 
indented for paragraphs. I used New Times Roman 12pt. or 14 pt. font. My 
title is 18 pt. font at most. It makes me feel proud to look at my essay. 
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